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- Distro, DE, Package Manager & More Linux Jargon Explained - Invidious [3]

  No matter where you in the linux world you'll be surrounded by linux jargon that everyone expects you to know so let's go over some of these terms like distro, de, package manager and much much that everyone on Linux needs to know

- Titus vs LTT - Simple Tasks on Linux - Invidious [4]

  This breaks down all the simple tasks that Linus and Luke did in Linux. I also show more advanced ways to complete the tasks faster to make you a better user!

- Well, at least Linus' printer is working well for him. | LinusTechTips Daily Driver Challenge Part 3 - Invidious [5]

  In this video I try to play along with some of their challenges. Also, they shouted me out and I'm embarrassed AF.
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